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With padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch and

Feel books will immediately capture the attention of the very youngest children, and create an

experience they'll want to repeat over and over again.  Baby Touch and Feel Puppies and Kittens

features baby dogs and cats in all sorts of adorable poses.
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DK's series of Touch & Feel books quality are slightly hit & miss, but this one is a home run.Starting

with construction, its a solid little book. The pages won't peel, the hairy patches won't get tugged out

(I tried myself in the store), & the edges are blunted & the covers padded so they won't hurt baby.

Size-wise, its just right for little hands to turn the pages. One complaint is the size of the textured

patches - they are rather small. This is common for all touch & feel books I've seen, & its something

I just don't understand. Babies & kids would rather be able to touch something larger than an

inchworm! They are also repetitive, but this is a book about furry creatures - but something besides

fur & holes would be nice.Overall, the pictures really seem to pop off the page, are simple &

eye-catching to baby, & cute for mom or dad. The text is simple & presents the concept of

opposites, & invites discussion with baby about what's going on in the picture, (ex. "The kitten is

laying down, because he's all tired out!") The textures make sense, for the most part (long hair

patch versus short hair patch, shiny toy mouse, polka-dotted dalmatian) They are small, so young



babies will likely need help 'petting' the animals, & older kids might be disappointed with only being

able to drag a finger or two over them.In depth - the cover features a puppy & kitten with soft,

velvet-like ears & sparkle-y title text & spine. Its a nice touch, but I wonder how long it'll be before

the velvet is grubby.The first page is my five month son's favorite so far. It has a dog with a long

hairy patch ('long-haired puppy' & 'ready to play!' says the text) on a red backround, & a black kitten

with a short fur patch on a white backround ('tired out!' & 'short-haired kitten').
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